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WEEK 13: Sunday, 31 March - Saturday, 6 April 2024 - ALL MARKETS

Date Start Time Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification
Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

Audio 

Description

2024-03-31 0520 Comedy Roxane

Raymond, a chicken farmer in Brittany finds himself threatened with bankruptcy when the big supermarkets 

decide to cut out the local farms from their trade. Inspired by his favourite play, Cyrano de Bergerac, 

Raymond hatches a plan to save his farm and his business through the art of theatre. Directed by Mélanie 

Auffret and stars Guillaume de Tonquédec and Léa Drucker.

FRANCE French-100 2019 RPT PG a l s Y

2024-03-31 0655 Drama The Lake House
A lonely doctor and a frustrated architect begin exchanging letters, then discover that they are living two 

years apart. Directed by Alejandro Agresti, starring Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, Christopher Plummer.
USA English-100 2006 RPT PG a Y Y

2024-03-31 0845 Drama Emu Runner

Gem, a spirited young girl, deals with the grief of her mother's death by forging a bond with a wild emu. This 

spiritual dreaming is a bond she will do anything to keep, but one that puts her at odds with the new social 

worker. Directed by Imogen Thomas and stars Rhae-Kye Waites and Wayne Blair.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l v Y

2024-03-31 1035 Comedy Almost Famous

Set in 1973, a pivotal time in the history of rock and roll, Almost Famous chronicles the funny and poignant 

coming of age of 15-year-old William Miller. When his love of music lands him an assignment from Rolling 

Stone to interview up-and-coming band Stillwater, William embarks on an eye-opening journey on tour with 

the band, over the objections of his protective mother. Directed by Cameron Crowe and stars Kate Hudson, 

Billy Crudup and Patrick Fugit.

USA English-100 2000 RPT M d l s Y

2024-03-31 1250 Comedy Roxanne

In this modern take on Edmond Rostand's classic play, C. D. Bales is the witty, intelligent and brave fire chief 

of a small Pacific Northwest town who, due to the size of his enormous nose, declines to pursue the girl of 

his dreams, lovely Roxanne Kowalski. Instead, when his shy underling Chris McConnell becomes smitten 

with Roxanne, Bales feeds the handsome young man the words of love to win her heart. Stars Steve Martin 

and Daryl Hannah.

USA English-100 1987 RPT PG a d l s v Y Y

2024-03-31 1450 Comedy Paris Can Wait

Eleanor Coppola’s narrative directorial and screenwriting debut stars Academy Award nominee Diane Lane 

as a Hollywood producer’s wife who unexpectedly takes a trip through France, which reawakens her sense 

of self and her joie de vivre. Anne (Lane) is at a crossroads in her life. Long married to a successfully driven 

but inattentive movie producer (Alec Baldwin), she finds herself taking a car trip from Cannes to Paris with a 

business associate of her husband (Arnaud Viard). What should be a seven-hour drive turns into a journey of 

discovery involving picturesque sights, fine food and wine, humor, wisdom, and much more.

JAPAN
English-80; French-

20
2016 RPT PG Y Y Y



2024-03-31 1630 Drama Skies Of Lebanon

In the 1950s, a young woman leaves the Swiss mountains for the shores of Beirut. She falls in love with a 

quirky astrophysicist, and the pair live in bliss until the civil war threatens their peaceful existence. Directed 

by Chloe Mazlo and stars Alba Rohrwacher and Wajdi Mouawad.

FRANCE

Italian-33.34; 

Arabic-33.33; 

French-33.33

2020 RPT PG a v Y

2024-03-31 1815 Drama The Caine Mutiny

Set aboard fictional minesweeper, the Caine, during World War II, rich kid Willis Seward Keith (Robert 

Francis) reports for duty fresh out of officer training school. He is shocked to discover that the ship's captain, 

Lt. Commander DeVriess (Tom Tully), has let discipline on the ship slide and allows his men to exhibit a 

casual attitude to their duties. What Keith fails to notice, however, is that the crew of the Caine are in fact 

excellent at their jobs.  But life aboard changes drastically when DeVriess is replaced by veteran no-nonsense 

captain, Queeg (Humphrey Bogart).

USA English-100 1954 RPT PG

2024-03-31 2030 Biography
Robert De Niro: Hiding In 

The Spotlight

FOCUS ON: ROBERT 

DE NIRO

What if, behind the mask of his characters, Robert De Niro had revealed a small part of himself, and had 

ended up embodying all the instinctive violence of America? This documentary, made entirely from excerpts 

from his films and archives, reveals the sensitivity of a man and an artist, beyond words.

FRANCE English-100 2023 M a d l v Y

2024-03-31 2135 Drama A Perfectly Normal Family

WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE: 

CELEBRATES TRANS 

DAY

Emma has a perfectly normal family until one day it turns out her dad Thomas, is transgender. Directed by 

Malou Reymann, starring Kaya Toft Loholt, Rigmor Rante, Mikkel Boefolsgaard.
DENMARK Danish-100 2020 M a n Y

2024-03-31 2325 History Sunset

Budapest 1913, in the heart of Europe as World War I approaches. 20-year-old Irisz Leiter arrives in the 

Hungarian capital after spending her younger years in an orphanage, hoping to work as a milliner at the 

legendary hat store that belonged to her late parents. However, she is suddenly confronted with her past 

and starts searching for answers about her family before stumbling upon some hidden secrets. Directed by 

László Nemes and stars Juli Jakab and Vlad Ivanov.

FRANCE
Hungarian-90; 

German-10
2018 RPT M a v Y

2024-03-31 2605 Drama The Escape

An intimate portrait of a married woman who seemingly has it all. Married young, Tara has all the trappings 

of a successful life: a comfortable house, a loving but over-worked husband, young children and a nice 

lifestyle. But she is unhappy and yearns for more, something that she is unable to put her finger on. Stars 

Gemma Arterton, Dominic Cooper and Frances Barber.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a l s Y Y

2024-03-31 2755 Drama The Father

A man (Anthony Hopkins) refuses all assistance from his daughter (Olivia Coleman) as he ages. While he tries 

to make sense of his changing circumstances, he begins to doubt his loved ones, his own mind and even the 

fabric of his reality. Directed by Florian Zeller and also stars Mark Gatiss and Rufus Sewell.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2020 RPT M a l v Y Y

2024-04-01 0545 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. This episode 

features Michael Moore, Alfred Molina, Salma Hayek and Julie Taymor.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT PG a Y



2024-04-01 0615 Comedy Paris Can Wait

Eleanor Coppola’s narrative directorial and screenwriting debut stars Academy Award nominee Diane Lane 

as a Hollywood producer’s wife who unexpectedly takes a trip through France, which reawakens her sense 

of self and her joie de vivre. Anne (Lane) is at a crossroads in her life. Long married to a successfully driven 

but inattentive movie producer (Alec Baldwin), she finds herself taking a car trip from Cannes to Paris with a 

business associate of her husband (Arnaud Viard). What should be a seven-hour drive turns into a journey of 

discovery involving picturesque sights, fine food and wine, humor, wisdom, and much more.

JAPAN
English-80; French-

20
2016 RPT PG Y Y Y

2024-04-01 0755 Drama The Caine Mutiny

Set aboard fictional minesweeper, the Caine, during World War II, rich kid Willis Seward Keith (Robert 

Francis) reports for duty fresh out of officer training school. He is shocked to discover that the ship's captain, 

Lt. Commander DeVriess (Tom Tully), has let discipline on the ship slide and allows his men to exhibit a 

casual attitude to their duties. What Keith fails to notice, however, is that the crew of the Caine are in fact 

excellent at their jobs.  But life aboard changes drastically when DeVriess is replaced by veteran no-nonsense 

captain, Queeg (Humphrey Bogart).

USA English-100 1954 RPT PG

2024-04-01 1010 Biography
Robert De Niro: Hiding In 

The Spotlight

What if, behind the mask of his characters, Robert De Niro had revealed a small part of himself, and had 

ended up embodying all the instinctive violence of America? This documentary, made entirely from excerpts 

from his films and archives, reveals the sensitivity of a man and an artist, beyond words.

FRANCE English-100 2023 RPT M a d l v Y

2024-04-01 1115 Drama The Father

A man (Anthony Hopkins) refuses all assistance from his daughter (Olivia Coleman) as he ages. While he tries 

to make sense of his changing circumstances, he begins to doubt his loved ones, his own mind and even the 

fabric of his reality. Directed by Florian Zeller and also stars Mark Gatiss and Rufus Sewell.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2020 RPT M a l v Y Y

2024-04-01 1305 Drama The Lake House
A lonely doctor and a frustrated architect begin exchanging letters, then discover that they are living two 

years apart. Directed by Alejandro Agresti, starring Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, Christopher Plummer.
USA English-100 2006 RPT PG a Y Y

2024-04-01 1455 Comedy Roxane

Raymond, a chicken farmer in Brittany finds himself threatened with bankruptcy when the big supermarkets 

decide to cut out the local farms from their trade. Inspired by his favourite play, Cyrano de Bergerac, 

Raymond hatches a plan to save his farm and his business through the art of theatre. Directed by Mélanie 

Auffret and stars Guillaume de Tonquédec and Léa Drucker.

FRANCE French-100 2019 RPT PG a l s Y

2024-04-01 1630 Drama Emu Runner

Gem, a spirited young girl, deals with the grief of her mother's death by forging a bond with a wild emu. This 

spiritual dreaming is a bond she will do anything to keep, but one that puts her at odds with the new social 

worker. Directed by Imogen Thomas and stars Rhae-Kye Waites and Wayne Blair.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l v Y

2024-04-01 1820 Drama Children Of Heaven
SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

Two children devise a plan to save their parents’ heartache in this sweet tale of innocence, childhood and a 

lost pair of shoes. Nominated for an Oscar for Best Foreign Language Film in 1999. Directed by Majid Majidi 

and stars Mohammad Amir Naji, Amir Farrokh Hashemian and Bahare Seddiqi. (From Iran, in Farsi) (Drama) 

(1997) (Rpt) G  

IRAN Farsi-100 1997 PG Y

2024-04-01 1955 Comedy Arab Blues

WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE: 

CELEBRATES 

RAMADAN

Selma, a psychoanalyst, deals with a cast of colourful new patients after returning home to Tunisia to open a 

practice. Directed by Manele Labidi Labbe, starring Goldshifeth Farahani, Majd Mastoura, Hichem Yacoubi.
FRANCE

Arabic-50; French-

50
2019 M a l Y



2024-04-01 2130 Comedy Bangla

Phaim, a young Muslim Bangladeshi born in Italy 22 years ago lives with his family in Rome's multiethnic 

Torpignattara neighbourhood, and works as a museum steward. At a concert, he meets Asia, his exact 

opposite. The attraction between them is immediate, and Phaim will have to figure out how to reconcile his 

love for the young woman with the most inviolable of Islam's rules: no sex before marriage.

ITALY Italian-100 2019 RPT M l n s Y

2024-04-01 2305 Comedy
I Can Quit Whenever I 

Want

SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

A university researcher is fired from his job. To earn a living he decides to produce drugs recruiting his 

former colleagues, who despite their skills are living at the margins of society. Directed by Sydney Sibilia, 

starring Edoardo Leo, Valeria Solarino, Valerio Aprea.

ITALY
Italian-50; Russian-

50
2014 M a d l s v Y

2024-04-01 2500 Comedy Amarcord

Loosely based on Fellini's boyhood years in provincial Italy, Amarcord looks back at life in Italy in the early 

1930s with an emphasis on the inadequacies of man. Opening and closing with a sky full of thistledown that 

heralds spring, the film unfolds in a four-season span. From spring to mid-summer, the provincial town is full 

of human activity. The film focuses on the adolescent schoolboy Titta and his family with Titta portrayed as 

both victim and rebel. Directed by Federico Fellini and stars Pupella Maggio, Magali Noel, Bruno Zanin and 

Ciccio Ingrassia.

ITALY Italian-100 1973 RPT M l n s Y

2024-04-01 2715 Drama A Perfectly Normal Family
Emma has a perfectly normal family until one day it turns out her dad Thomas, is transgender. Directed by 

Malou Reymann, starring Kaya Toft Loholt, Rigmor Rante, Mikkel Boefolsgaard.
DENMARK Danish-100 2020 RPT M a n Y

2024-04-02 0500 Drama Emu Runner

Gem, a spirited young girl, deals with the grief of her mother's death by forging a bond with a wild emu. This 

spiritual dreaming is a bond she will do anything to keep, but one that puts her at odds with the new social 

worker. Directed by Imogen Thomas and stars Rhae-Kye Waites and Wayne Blair.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l v Y

2024-04-02 0650 Comedy Mon Oncle

Jacques Tati is truly memorable as the accident-prone Monsieur Hulot, creating havoc in the technology-

driven home of his sister. Tati's first colour film won the 1959 Academy Award for Best Foreign Language 

Film and the Special Jury Prize at Cannes in 1958.

FRANCE French-100 1958 RPT G Y

2024-04-02 0900 Drama Kim Ji Young, Born 1982

Based on the bestselling 2016 novel by Choo Nam-joo, the film tells the story of an ordinary 30-something 

Korean woman, Kim Ji-young, and the gender discrimination she faces at each phase of her life. Struggling to 

juggle work and family, Kim begins to show signs of mental illness. Directed by Kim Do-Young and stars Yu-

mi Jung, Min-jung Gong and Lee Bong-ryun.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2019 RPT PG a Y

2024-04-02 1110 Comedy Bangla

Phaim, a young Muslim Bangladeshi born in Italy 22 years ago lives with his family in Rome's multiethnic 

Torpignattara neighbourhood, and works as a museum steward. At a concert, he meets Asia, his exact 

opposite. The attraction between them is immediate, and Phaim will have to figure out how to reconcile his 

love for the young woman with the most inviolable of Islam's rules: no sex before marriage.

ITALY Italian-100 2019 RPT M l n s Y



2024-04-02 1245 Drama A Perfectly Normal Family
Emma has a perfectly normal family until one day it turns out her dad Thomas, is transgender. Directed by 

Malou Reymann, starring Kaya Toft Loholt, Rigmor Rante, Mikkel Boefolsgaard.
DENMARK Danish-100 2020 RPT M a n Y

2024-04-02 1435 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. This episode 

features Phillip Noyce.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT PG a v Y

2024-04-02 1505 Drama The Caine Mutiny

Set aboard fictional minesweeper, the Caine, during World War II, rich kid Willis Seward Keith (Robert 

Francis) reports for duty fresh out of officer training school. He is shocked to discover that the ship's captain, 

Lt. Commander DeVriess (Tom Tully), has let discipline on the ship slide and allows his men to exhibit a 

casual attitude to their duties. What Keith fails to notice, however, is that the crew of the Caine are in fact 

excellent at their jobs.  But life aboard changes drastically when DeVriess is replaced by veteran no-nonsense 

captain, Queeg (Humphrey Bogart).

USA English-100 1954 RPT PG

2024-04-02 1720 Drama The Way

A powerful and inspirational film about family, friends and the challenges we face while navigating this ever-

changing and complicated world. Tom, an irascible American doctor goes to France to deal with the tragic 

loss of his son. Rather than return home, Tom decides to embark on the historical pilgrimage 'The Way of St. 

James' to honour his son's desire to finish the journey. Stars Martin Sheen and Emilio Estevez.

SPAIN

Catalan-20; English-

20; French-20; 

Italian-20; Spanish-

20

2010 RPT PG a d l Y Y Y

2024-04-02 1940 Family Jeremy
SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

Set in Sonora Mexico, the film tells the story of Jeremias an eight-year-old who finds out he is a gifted child 

and initiates a journey of self-discovery. Directed by Anwar Safa, starring Martin Castro, Karem Momo Ruiz, 

Isela Vega.

MEXICO Spanish-100 2015 M a Y

2024-04-02 2130 Drama
A Good Woman Is Hard To 

Find

A recently widowed mother of two, Sarah, is desperate to know who murdered her husband in front of her 

young son. Coerced into helping a drug dealer stash narcotics stolen from the local Mr. Big, she's forced into 

taking drastic action to protect her children.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019 RPT MA a l v Y

2024-04-02 2325 Comedy
I Can Quit Whenever I 

Want 2

SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

The return of the team of researchers who, to delete their problems with law, decide to help police to find 

new smart drugs. Directed by Sydney Sibilia, starring Edoardo Leo, Valeria Solarino, Valerio Aprea.
ITALY

Italian-50; Russian-

50
2017 M a d l v Y

2024-04-02 2535 Musical Sweeney Todd

Johnny Depp and director Tim Burton team up to bring Stephen Sondheim's Broadway masterpiece to the 

big screen. Based on true events, this darkly comic musical tale tells the story of London barber Benjamin 

Barker (Depp) who returns from wrongful imprisonment to 1840s London, bent on revenge for the rape and 

death of his wife, and resumes his trade while forming a sinister partnership with his fellow tenant, Mrs 

Lovett. Also stars Helena Bonham Carter and Alan Rickman.

USA English-100 2007 RPT MA a v Y



2024-04-02 2750 Drama The Man In The Basement

Jewish family man Simon and his wife Helen decide to sell a basement in their Paris building. However, the 

man who buys it has a troubled past, and as his motivations and antisemitism are revealed the couple's life 

is turned upside down. A captivating and unsettling domestic thriller. Directed by Philippe Le Guay and stars 

Francois Cluzet, Jeremie Renier and Berenice Bejo.

FRANCE French-100 2021 RPT M a l Y

2024-04-03 0555 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. This episode 

features Aleksandr Sokurov, John Malkovich, Mikhail Piotrovsky, Jens Meurer, Yelena Zhukova.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2003 RPT PG a v Y

2024-04-03 0625 Drama The Way

A powerful and inspirational film about family, friends and the challenges we face while navigating this ever-

changing and complicated world. Tom, an irascible American doctor goes to France to deal with the tragic 

loss of his son. Rather than return home, Tom decides to embark on the historical pilgrimage 'The Way of St. 

James' to honour his son's desire to finish the journey. Stars Martin Sheen and Emilio Estevez.

SPAIN

Catalan-20; English-

20; French-20; 

Italian-20; Spanish-

20

2010 RPT PG a d l Y Y Y

2024-04-03 0845 Drama Children Of Heaven

Two children devise a plan to save their parents’ heartache in this sweet tale of innocence, childhood and a 

lost pair of shoes. Nominated for an Oscar for Best Foreign Language Film in 1999. Directed by Majid Majidi 

and stars Mohammad Amir Naji, Amir Farrokh Hashemian and Bahare Seddiqi. (From Iran, in Farsi) (Drama) 

(1997) (Rpt) G  

IRAN Farsi-100 1997 RPT PG Y

2024-04-03 1020 Comedy Arab Blues
Selma, a psychoanalyst, deals with a cast of colourful new patients after returning home to Tunisia to open a 

practice. Directed by Manele Labidi Labbe, starring Goldshifeth Farahani, Majd Mastoura, Hichem Yacoubi.
FRANCE

Arabic-50; French-

50
2019 RPT M a l Y

2024-04-03 1155 Comedy
I Can Quit Whenever I 

Want

A university researcher is fired from his job. To earn a living he decides to produce drugs recruiting his 

former colleagues, who despite their skills are living at the margins of society. Directed by Sydney Sibilia, 

starring Edoardo Leo, Valeria Solarino, Valerio Aprea.

ITALY
Italian-50; Russian-

50
2014 RPT M a d l s v Y

2024-04-03 1350 Comedy Mon Oncle

Jacques Tati is truly memorable as the accident-prone Monsieur Hulot, creating havoc in the technology-

driven home of his sister. Tati's first colour film won the 1959 Academy Award for Best Foreign Language 

Film and the Special Jury Prize at Cannes in 1958.

FRANCE French-100 1958 RPT G Y

2024-04-03 1555 Drama Kim Ji Young, Born 1982

Based on the bestselling 2016 novel by Choo Nam-joo, the film tells the story of an ordinary 30-something 

Korean woman, Kim Ji-young, and the gender discrimination she faces at each phase of her life. Struggling to 

juggle work and family, Kim begins to show signs of mental illness. Directed by Kim Do-Young and stars Yu-

mi Jung, Min-jung Gong and Lee Bong-ryun.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2019 RPT PG a Y



2024-04-03 1805 Comedy Cj7

A poor father and his young son's lives are turned upside down when a fascinating and strange new pet 

enters their world. Amid the resulting comic mayhem, they ultimately learn a poignant lesson about the true 

nature of family and the things money can't buy. Stars Stephen Chow and Yuqi Zhang.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG a v Y

2024-04-03 1940 Drama After Yang
SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

When his daughter's beloved AI companion malfunctions, Jake uncovers details of the robot's previously 

unknown life hidden in the android's interior core, leading Jake to surprising discoveries about himself and 

his family. Directed by Kogonada, starring Colin Farrell. Jodie Turner-Smith, Justin H. Min.

USA English-100 2021 PG a l Y

2024-04-03 2130
Action 

Adventure
The Villainess

BEST SERVED COLD 

COLLECTION

Sook-Hee (Kim Ok-Vin) is a killer. She was raised and trained in Yanbian, China. She hides her real identity as 

a killer and comes to South Korea. She dreams of having a different type of life, but she becomes involved 

with two men. Joong-Sang (Shin Ha-Kyun) is a mysterious man who trains killers and Hyun-Soo (Sung Joon) 

watches Sook-Hee.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2017 MA a v w Y

2024-04-03 2345 Comedy
I Can Quit Whenever I 

Want 3

SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

It has been a few months since Pietro Zinni's gang got caught in the Sopox production laboratory and each of 

them locked up in different jails. Directed by Sydney Sibilia, starring Paolo Calabresi, Valeria Solarino, Valerio 

Aprea.

ITALY Italian-100 2018 M a l v Y

2024-04-03 2540 Drama
A Good Woman Is Hard To 

Find

BEST SERVED COLD 

COLLECTION

A recently widowed mother of two, Sarah, is desperate to know who murdered her husband in front of her 

young son. Coerced into helping a drug dealer stash narcotics stolen from the local Mr. Big, she's forced into 

taking drastic action to protect her children.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019 RPT MA a l v Y

2024-04-03 2735 Science Fiction Dark City

John Murdoch awakens in a hotel room with no memory of the past and learns that he is wanted for a series 

of murders. While seeking answers, he discovers a group of aliens called the Strangers who are controlling 

the city. Directed by Alex Proyas and stars Rufus Sewell, Kiefer Sutherland and Jennifer Connelly.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1998 RPT M a v Y

2024-04-04 0530 Drama Kim Ji Young, Born 1982

Based on the bestselling 2016 novel by Choo Nam-joo, the film tells the story of an ordinary 30-something 

Korean woman, Kim Ji-young, and the gender discrimination she faces at each phase of her life. Struggling to 

juggle work and family, Kim begins to show signs of mental illness. Directed by Kim Do-Young and stars Yu-

mi Jung, Min-jung Gong and Lee Bong-ryun.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2019 RPT PG a Y

2024-04-04 0740 Comedy Cj7

A poor father and his young son's lives are turned upside down when a fascinating and strange new pet 

enters their world. Amid the resulting comic mayhem, they ultimately learn a poignant lesson about the true 

nature of family and the things money can't buy. Stars Stephen Chow and Yuqi Zhang.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG a v Y



2024-04-04 0915 Family Binti

Twelve-year-old Binti was born in the Congo but has lived with her father Jovial in Belgium since she was a 

baby. Despite not having any legal documents, Binti wants to live a normal life, and dreams of becoming a 

famous vlogger like her idol Tatyana. Directed by Frederike Bigom and stars Bebel Tshiani Baloji.

BELGIUM Dutch-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y

2024-04-04 1055 Family Jeremy

Set in Sonora Mexico, the film tells the story of Jeremias an eight-year-old who finds out he is a gifted child 

and initiates a journey of self-discovery. Directed by Anwar Safa, starring Martin Castro, Karem Momo Ruiz, 

Isela Vega.

MEXICO Spanish-100 2015 RPT M a Y

2024-04-04 1245 Comedy
I Can Quit Whenever I 

Want 2

The return of the team of researchers who, to delete their problems with law, decide to help police to find 

new smart drugs. Directed by Sydney Sibilia, starring Edoardo Leo, Valeria Solarino, Valerio Aprea.
ITALY

Italian-50; Russian-

50
2017 RPT M a d l v Y

2024-04-04 1455 Drama Looking Up

During a mission, a spacecraft loses all communication with base Earth. Now in vast space, the trapped 

astronaut reflects on all the laughs, tears and precious moments he spent with his father. Stars Chao Deng, 

Yu Bai and Suxi Ren.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2019 RPT PG a l v Y

2024-04-04 1740 Comedy Dan In Real Life

Advice columnist Dan Burns is an expert on relationships, but somehow struggles to succeed as a brother, a 

son and a single parent to three precocious daughters. Things get even more complicated when Dan finds 

out that the woman he has fallen in love with is actually his brother's new girlfriend. Directed by Peter 

Hedges and stars Steve Carell, Juliette Binoche and Dianne Wiest.

USA English-100 2007 RPT PG a l s Y

2024-04-04 1930 Comedy The Internship

Two unemployed salesmen whose careers have been torpedoed by the digital age find their way into a 

coveted internship at Google, where they must compete with a group of young, tech-savvy geniuses for a 

shot at employment. Directed by Shawn Levy and stars Vince Vaughn, Owen Wilson and Rose Byrne.

USA English-100 2013 RPT M l s Y Y

2024-04-04 2140 Comedy Riders Of Justice

Markus, a recently-deployed military man, has to go home to his teenage daughter, Mathilde, when his wife 

dies in a train crash. All appears to be a tragic accident until a stranger, who was also a fellow passenger on 

the train, turns up and tries to convince Markus that the accident was actually a murder. Directed by Anders 

Thomas Jensen and stars Mads Mikkelsen, Nikolaj Lie Kaas and Andrea Heick Gadeberg.

DENMARK
Danish-50; English-

50
2020 RPT MA l v Y

2024-04-04 2350 Science Fiction Sputnik

At the height of the Cold War, a Soviet spacecraft crash lands after a mission gone wrong, leaving the 

commander as its only survivor. But it soon becomes clear that something dangerous may have come back 

with him. Directed by Egor Abramenko and stars Oksana Akinshina and Fedor Bondarchuk.

RUSSIA Russian-100 2020 RPT MA a h v Y

2024-04-04 2555
Action 

Adventure
The Villainess

Sook-Hee (Kim Ok-Vin) is a killer. She was raised and trained in Yanbian, China. She hides her real identity as 

a killer and comes to South Korea. She dreams of having a different type of life, but she becomes involved 

with two men. Joong-Sang (Shin Ha-Kyun) is a mysterious man who trains killers and Hyun-Soo (Sung Joon) 

watches Sook-Hee.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2017 RPT MA a v w Y



2024-04-04 2810 Comedy Dan In Real Life

Advice columnist Dan Burns is an expert on relationships, but somehow struggles to succeed as a brother, a 

son and a single parent to three precocious daughters. Things get even more complicated when Dan finds 

out that the woman he has fallen in love with is actually his brother's new girlfriend. Directed by Peter 

Hedges and stars Steve Carell, Juliette Binoche and Dianne Wiest.

USA English-100 2007 RPT PG a l s Y

2024-04-05 0600 Drama Looking Up

During a mission, a spacecraft loses all communication with base Earth. Now in vast space, the trapped 

astronaut reflects on all the laughs, tears and precious moments he spent with his father. Stars Chao Deng, 

Yu Bai and Suxi Ren.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2019 RPT PG a l v Y

2024-04-05 0845 Drama After Yang

When his daughter's beloved AI companion malfunctions, Jake uncovers details of the robot's previously 

unknown life hidden in the android's interior core, leading Jake to surprising discoveries about himself and 

his family. Directed by Kogonada, starring Colin Farrell. Jodie Turner-Smith, Justin H. Min.

USA English-100 2021 RPT PG a l Y

2024-04-05 1030 Science Fiction Dark City

John Murdoch awakens in a hotel room with no memory of the past and learns that he is wanted for a series 

of murders. While seeking answers, he discovers a group of aliens called the Strangers who are controlling 

the city. Directed by Alex Proyas and stars Rufus Sewell, Kiefer Sutherland and Jennifer Connelly.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1998 RPT M a v Y

2024-04-05 1225 Comedy
I Can Quit Whenever I 

Want 3

It has been a few months since Pietro Zinni's gang got caught in the Sopox production laboratory and each of 

them locked up in different jails. Directed by Sydney Sibilia, starring Paolo Calabresi, Valeria Solarino, Valerio 

Aprea.

ITALY Italian-100 2018 RPT M a l v Y

2024-04-05 1420 Comedy Cj7

A poor father and his young son's lives are turned upside down when a fascinating and strange new pet 

enters their world. Amid the resulting comic mayhem, they ultimately learn a poignant lesson about the true 

nature of family and the things money can't buy. Stars Stephen Chow and Yuqi Zhang.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG a v Y

2024-04-05 1600 Family Binti

Twelve-year-old Binti was born in the Congo but has lived with her father Jovial in Belgium since she was a 

baby. Despite not having any legal documents, Binti wants to live a normal life, and dreams of becoming a 

famous vlogger like her idol Tatyana. Directed by Frederike Bigom and stars Bebel Tshiani Baloji.

BELGIUM Dutch-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y

2024-04-05 1740 Comedy An Ideal Husband

Sir Robert Chiltern (Jeremy Northam) is a highly respected politician, well-off and with a loving family. But all 

this is threatened when an old acquaintance appears in London with damning evidence of a past misdeed. 

Only Sir Robert's dissolute best friend, Lord Goring (Rupert Everett), is scheming enough to come to his aid. 

Based on the 1895 play by Oscar Wilde. Also stars Julianne Moore and Cate Blanchett.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1999 RPT PG Y

2024-04-05 1930 Comedy Mars Attacks!

It is a normal day for everyone, until the President of the United States James Dale (Jack Nicholson) 

announces that Martians have been spotted circling Earth. From then on, anything can and does happen 

when director Tim Burton plunges the planet into complete pandemonium in this all-star sci-fi spoof. Also 

stars Annette Bening, Pierce Brosnan, Sarah Jessica Parker and Jack Black.

USA English-100 1996 RPT M a s v Y Y Y



2024-04-05 2130 Thriller Gone Girl

On the occasion of his fifth wedding anniversary, Nick Dunne reports that his wife, Amy, has gone missing. 

Under pressure from the police and a growing media frenzy, Nick's portrait of a blissful union begins to 

crumble. Soon his lies, deceits and strange behaviour have everyone asking the same dark question: Did Nick 

Dunne kill his wife? Directed by David Fincher and stars Ben Affleck, Rosamund Pike and Neil Patrick Harris.

USA English-100 2014 RPT MA a l s v Y

2024-04-05 2415 Drama The One I Love

On the brink of separation, Ethan and Sophie escape to a beautiful vacation house for a weekend getaway to 

save their marriage. What begins as a romantic and fun retreat soon becomes surreal when an unexpected 

discovery forces the two to examine themselves, their relationship, and their future.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M d l s Y

2024-04-05 2555 Comedy Riders Of Justice

Markus, a recently-deployed military man, has to go home to his teenage daughter, Mathilde, when his wife 

dies in a train crash. All appears to be a tragic accident until a stranger, who was also a fellow passenger on 

the train, turns up and tries to convince Markus that the accident was actually a murder. Directed by Anders 

Thomas Jensen and stars Mads Mikkelsen, Nikolaj Lie Kaas and Andrea Heick Gadeberg.

DENMARK
Danish-50; English-

50
2020 RPT MA l v Y

2024-04-05 2805 Drama I Am Michael

Based on the fascinating, true-life story of Michael Glatze, a gay activist who begins a painful journey when 

he decides to renounce his sexuality for his religion. Directed by Justin Kelly and stars James Franco, Zachary 

Quinto and Emma Roberts.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M a l Y

2024-04-06 0600 Family Binti

Twelve-year-old Binti was born in the Congo but has lived with her father Jovial in Belgium since she was a 

baby. Despite not having any legal documents, Binti wants to live a normal life, and dreams of becoming a 

famous vlogger like her idol Tatyana. Directed by Frederike Bigom and stars Bebel Tshiani Baloji.

BELGIUM Dutch-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y

2024-04-06 0740 Drama A Hero
Rahim is in prison because of a debt he was unable to repay. During a two-day leave, he tries to convince his 

creditor to withdraw his complaint against the payment of part of the sum. But things don't go as planned.
FRANCE Farsi-100 2021 RPT PG a l v Y

2024-04-06 1000 Comedy The Internship

Two unemployed salesmen whose careers have been torpedoed by the digital age find their way into a 

coveted internship at Google, where they must compete with a group of young, tech-savvy geniuses for a 

shot at employment. Directed by Shawn Levy and stars Vince Vaughn, Owen Wilson and Rose Byrne.

USA English-100 2013 RPT M l s Y Y

2024-04-06 1215 Drama I Am Michael

Based on the fascinating, true-life story of Michael Glatze, a gay activist who begins a painful journey when 

he decides to renounce his sexuality for his religion. Directed by Justin Kelly and stars James Franco, Zachary 

Quinto and Emma Roberts.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M a l Y

2024-04-06 1405 Comedy Dan In Real Life

Advice columnist Dan Burns is an expert on relationships, but somehow struggles to succeed as a brother, a 

son and a single parent to three precocious daughters. Things get even more complicated when Dan finds 

out that the woman he has fallen in love with is actually his brother's new girlfriend. Directed by Peter 

Hedges and stars Steve Carell, Juliette Binoche and Dianne Wiest.

USA English-100 2007 RPT PG a l s Y



2024-04-06 1555 Family The Kid From The Big Apple

New York-raised Sarah visits Malaysia for the first time, and because of her mother's work commitments 

elsewhere, has to move in with a grandfather she's never met. She struggles to accept her grandfather's 

traditional lifestyle and refuses to communicate with him. Stars Lung Ti, Jessica Hester Hsuan and Sarah Tan.

MALAYSIA

Mandarin-85; 

English-14; 

Cantonese-1

2016 RPT PG a l v Y

2024-04-06 1810 Drama The World's Fastest Indian

The story of New Zealander Burt Munro, who spent years rebuilding a 1920 Indian motorcycle, which helped 

him set the land speed world record at Utah's Bonneville Salt Flats in 1967. Directed by Roger Donaldson and 

stars Anthony Hopkins, Diane Ladd and Bruce Greenwood.

USA English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y Y

2024-04-06 2030 Mystery / Crime Reservoir Dogs

Six very different criminals have been brought together by mob boss Joe Cabot in order to carry out a 

seemingly foolproof heist. However, when the police show up suspiciously quickly and one of the gang is 

killed they realize there must be a rat amongst them, so after racing back to the warehouse that acts as their 

headquarters they attempt to work out who it is. Directed by Quentin Tarantino, starring Harvey Keitel, Tim 

Roth, Michael Madsen.

USA English-100 1992 RPT MA a l v Y Y

2024-04-06 2225 Drama The Chambermaid Lynn

In this coming out story with a difference, Lynn - a painfully shy hotel maid with an obsessive-compulsive 

disorder - voyeuristically watches a guest's encounter with a dominatrix. She then decides to hire the call girl 

to help her shed her own inhibitions. Directed by Ingo Haeb and stars Vicky Krieps, Lena Lauzemis and 

Steffen Munster.

GERMANY German-100 2015 RPT MA n s Y

2024-04-06 2405 Musical Sweeney Todd

Johnny Depp and director Tim Burton team up to bring Stephen Sondheim's Broadway masterpiece to the 

big screen. Based on true events, this darkly comic musical tale tells the story of London barber Benjamin 

Barker (Depp) who returns from wrongful imprisonment to 1840s London, bent on revenge for the rape and 

death of his wife, and resumes his trade while forming a sinister partnership with his fellow tenant, Mrs 

Lovett. Also stars Helena Bonham Carter and Alan Rickman.

USA English-100 2007 RPT MA a v Y

2024-04-06 2620 Thriller Gone Girl

On the occasion of his fifth wedding anniversary, Nick Dunne reports that his wife, Amy, has gone missing. 

Under pressure from the police and a growing media frenzy, Nick's portrait of a blissful union begins to 

crumble. Soon his lies, deceits and strange behaviour have everyone asking the same dark question: Did Nick 

Dunne kill his wife? Directed by David Fincher and stars Ben Affleck, Rosamund Pike and Neil Patrick Harris.

USA English-100 2014 RPT MA a l s v Y

2024-04-06 2800 Magazine The Movie Show

Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. This episode 

features interviews with Bryce Menzies, Vincent Sheehan, Sue Maslin, Mark Lazarus, David Parker (all 

Australian producers).

AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT M v Y

2024-04-06 2830 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton.This episode 

features Steven Soderbergh.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT M v Y


